Gauge fields in exotic representations of the Lorentz group in D dimensions -i.e. ones which are tensors of mixed symmetry corresponding to Young tableaux with arbitrary numbers of rows and columns -naturally arise through massive string modes and in dualising gravity and other theories in higher dimensions. We generalise the formalism of differential forms to allow the discussion of arbitrary gauge fields. We present the gauge symmetries, field strengths, field equations and actions for the free theory, and construct the various dual theories. In particular, we discuss linearised gravity in arbitrary dimensions, and its two dual forms.
Introduction
Fields in symmetric or antisymmetric tensor representations of the Lorentz group occur in many contexts. However, tensor fields in more exotic representations corresponding to arbitrary Young tableaux can also occur. Such fields arise among the higher-spin massive modes in string theory, and can also occur in dualising some of the more familiar tensor fields. They arise too in higher spin gauge theories in dimensions 5 ≤ D ≤ 7 [1] . The free covariant field theories for such representations have been discussed in [2] , [3] , [4] . It is well known that a massless p-form gauge field A in D dimensions can be dualised to a D − p − 2 form gauge field B, with dA = * dB, exchanging field equations with Bianchi identitites. This can be extended to other tensor fields. For example, a massive spin-two field in four dimensions, usually described in terms of a symmetric second rank tensor, has a dual description in terms of a third rank tensor d µνρ = d [µν] ρ satisfying d µνρ = −d νµρ and d [µνρ] = 0 [5] . It is then of mixed symmetry, corresponding to a Young tableau with two columns of length two and one. In [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , dual forms of linearised gravity were found in arbitrary dimensions. 
which all involve two derivatives. In gravity, the linearised curvature satisfies the Bianchi identity
and the linearised field equation
where η µν is the SO(4, 1)-invariant Minkowski metric. The gauge field d µνρ can be defined non-locally in terms of the gauge field h µν via the duality relation
The gravitational field equation then implies that S µνραβ satisfies the Bianchi identity
while the gravitational Bianchi identity implies the field equation
Similarly, one can introduce the gauge field c µνρσ via a further duality (8) whose field strength then satisfies the Bianchi identity G [µνρσ]αβ = 0 (9) corresponding to the gravitational Bianchi identity and the field eqautions for d µνρ , and the field equation η µσ η να G µνρσαβ = 0 (10) corresponding to the gravitational field equation and the Bianchi identity for S µνραβ .
These dual forms of gravity in D = 5 arise naturally from considering the reduction of the (4,0) supersymmetric free theory in D = 6, in which the five physical degrees of freedom of the graviton in D = 5 arise from the reduction of a gauge field C + M N P Q in six dimensions with the symmetries of the Riemnann tensor and with field strength satisfying D = 6 self-duality constraints [6] , [8] , [9] . In [6] , it was argued that M-theory compactified to D = 5, with D = 5, N = 8 supergravity as the low-energy effective field theory, could have a strongcoupling limit giving rise to a D = 6, (4,0) supersymmetric theory with gravity described by the exotic gauge field C Antisymmetric tensor gauge fields are naturally formulated in the language of differential forms. The purpose of this paper is to develop the corresponding formalism for these higher rank gauge fields and their dualities, following the work of [11] , [12] , [13] . Gauge fields such
represented by Young tableaux with two columns of length p, q are elegantly described in terms of bi-forms, taking values in the tensor product space Λ p ⊗ Λ q of p-forms with q-forms. This formalism is developed in section 2 and applied to gauge theories. The construction is generalised in section 3, using multi-forms to establish dual descriptions of theories with gauge fields in arbitrary representations of GL(D, R).
Generalised dual descriptions of linearised gravity
In five dimensions the usual electromagnetic duality between the local descriptions in terms of the one and two-form gauge fields A µ or B µν generalises to a gravitational triality between the local descriptions in terms of the three gauge fields h µν , d µνρ or c µνρσ in representations corresponding to Young tableaux with two columns. The electromagnetic duality can be considered in arbitrary spacetime dimension D with equivalent descriptions in terms of the electric or magnetic potentials A µ or B µ 1 ...µ D−3 . As discussed in [9] , one can similarly consider The purpose of this section is to develop the theory of bi-forms which describe these gauge fields and their triality most economically. This work was first presented in [10] .
Bi-forms
Consider the GL(D, R)-reducible tensor product space of p-forms and q-forms X p,q := Λ p ⊗Λ q on R D whose elements are
where the components A generalisation of the exterior wedge product defines the bi-form
This definition gives the space X * := (p,q) ⊕X p,q a ring structure with respect to the ⊙-product and the natural addition of bi-forms.
Clearly, standard operations on differential forms generalise to bi-forms. There are two exterior derivatives on X p,q . The left derivative
and the right derivatived
whose actions on T are defined by
1 It is clear from these definitions that
One can also write the total derivative
defined as
which satisfies D 3 = 0.
Similarly, one can also construct distinct left
and rightι
interior products defined by
for some vector field k. Again, it is clear that ι and a right dual * :
where indices are raised using the SO(D − 1, 1)-invariant metric. These definitions imply
1+q(D−q) and * * = * * .
2
This allows one to also define two inequivalent 'adjoint' derivatives
andd
2 Another formalism used to describe higher spin gauge theories is proposed in [11] , [12] , [13] . The construction there specifies a sequence of Young diagrams with increasing numbers of cells. There is then just one notion of exterior derivation which maps to the next element in the sequence and one interior product which maps to the previous element. This encounters some difficulties when it comes to describing the linearised gauge theory. Recall, for example, that the gauge transformation for d µνρ in (1) contained terms involving two parameters α µν and β µν with different index symmetries. Consequently if d µνρ is an element in the complex then one could only write its gauge transformation as the exterior derivative of either the symmetric part of α µν or β µν -whichever was chosen to be in the complex.
where the second equality follows identically.
A trace operation
can be defined by
Consequently, one can define two inequivalent 'dual trace' operations
so that
It is also useful to define a transpose operation
by
and a map
where the action in (37) is identical to the ⊙-product with the SO(D − 1, 1)-invariant metric
It is also convenient for the forthcoming discussion to state the identities
which imply the further relations
σd +dσ = 0 that follow by induction.
A further important result is that, for any bi-form T ∈ X p,q , then
follows since the expression on the right hand side of (40) only contains terms with n or more traces of T . Consequently τ T = 0 implies the whole bi-form
Reducible gauge theories
In this section, we will discuss the gauge theories for fields in reducible representations of GL(D, R), and in the following section we will refine this to examine irreducible representations. Consider then a gauge field A ∈ X p,q with components
Consider also the general gauge transformation
with gauge parameters
satisfying the Bianchi indentities
A natural field equation to impose is
This gives a reducible theory. For example, A ∈ X 1,1 is a general second rank tensor A µν which can be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric parts. Such reducible theories were investigated in [9] and although the formalism can be developed, it seems more natural to decompose into irreducible representations of GL(D, R).
Bi-form gauge theory
The formalism above can be used to describe a free gauge theory whose gauge potential 3 The convention of writing tableaux in terms of the number of cells in each column differs from the standard way of labelling by row occupancy (e.g. in [14] ), but is more suitable for the discussion here.
Such a tensor has
independent components for p ≥ q. For example, the graviton h µν in five dimensions has dim 5 [1, 1] = 15 components. These conditions can be written as the conditions on the bi-form A σA = 0 and
Thus, for p = q, X [p,q] is the kernel of the map σ : X p,q → X p+1,q−1 , while for p = q it is the subspace of the kernel invariant under the transpose t. It should be noted thatσA = 0 for
This presentation is given before gauge fixing. After restricting to the physical (light-cone)
gauge, the components ofÂ, writtenÂ i 1 ...ipj 1 ...jq , transform irreducibly under the little group 
independent components. For example, the physical gravitonĥ ij in five dimensions has [14] . Thus A satisfies
In order to perserve this, we project the gauge transformation (41) to obtain 
which is invariant under the full gauge transformation (50). The left and right exterior derivatives act as d : In addition to this gauge invariance, the field strength F also satisfies the two second Bianchi
which follow from a similar reasoning, and the first Bianchi identity
The natural equation of motion is the generalised Einstein equation
This is non-trivial, in the sense that it does not imply F = 0, for dimension D ≥ p + q + 2 (using (40)). More generally, for dimensions D = p + q + 3 − n, the field equation 
Dualities between type [p, q] tensors
As discussed in [9] , although the gravitational triality in five dimensions was found via dimensional reduction of a self-dual field in six dimensions, one can more generally consider the dual descriptions of a graviton in D dimensions. Given the linearised Riemann curvature R as the type [2, 2] field strength (51) for the graviton then one can construct two inequivalent
Hodge duals given by the bi-forms S := * R ∈ X D−2,2 and G := * * R ∈ X D−2,D−2 which are written 
which are obtained using (38).
The dual tensors
then satisfy the algebraic constraints
They also satisfy the differential constraints
and
together with the field equations 
for D > 3. S,S and G are therefore GL(D, R)-irreducible. 5 The dual tensors also satisfy the differential
4 This is analogous to the more usual duality in physical gauge wherein a p-form gauge field A is related to a dual (D − 2 − p)-form B such that B = * A. In this case both fields describe the same D − 2 p physical degrees of freedom. 
Gauge invariant actions
In this section we construct the gauge invariant actions corresponding to the field equations given above for bi-form gauge fields in sufficiently large dimension. The invariant action S [1, 1] for the graviton h µν is the linearised Einstein-Hilbert action given by
where E µν := R µν − 
is the field strength (51) for the graviton then it follows that the linearised Einstein tensor is also gauge invariant (it being constructed from traces of R µνρσ ).
The gauge transformation therefore only changes the Lagrangian by − . As already noted, these objects are not individually gauge invariant under (50), even though S [2, 1] is. A more obviously gauge invariant presentation is given by
where E µνρ is the linearised 'Einstein' tensor for d µνρ , defined by
or equivalently, E = τ S − ητ 2 S in bi-form notation. By construction, E µνρ is a gauge invariant type [2, 1] The invariant action S [2, 2] for c µνρσ also has a more explicitly gauge invariant form given by
where E µνρσ is defined by
in terms of the field strength
. (76) can equivalently be written as 
for q coefficients a 1 ,...,a q (assuming p ≥ q). The leading order term is the single trace τ F of the type [p + 1, q + 1] field strength F of A which is a type [p, q] tensor. The correction terms involve successive traces of this object (appropriately symmetrised using Y [p,q] ). The precise values of the coefficients are fixed uniquely by the conservation conditions above (for example, 3 Multi-form structure in exotic tensor gauge theory
Having found the structure of bi-forms most suitable to describe gravitational dualities, this section will develop the general structure of multi-forms which can be used to construct gauge theories in D dimensions whose gauge fields transform in general irreducible representations of GL(D, R). The various dual descriptions of such gauge theories are also considered. This generalised description could also be relevant in studies of string field theory and W-geometry [17] . The multi-form construction has also been considered in [13] , [18] .
Multi-forms
A multi-form of order N is a tensor field T that is an element of the GL(D, R)-reducible N-fold tensor product space of p i -forms (where i = 1, ..., N), written
The components of T are written T µ 1
and are taken to be totally antisymmetric in each set of {µ i } indices, such that
The generalisation of the operations defined for bi-forms to multi-forms of order N over R D is then straightforward. The ⊙-product is the map
defined by the N-fold wedge product on the individual form subspaces, by analogy with (12) .
There are N inequivalent exterior derivatives
which are individually defined, by analogy with (15) , as the exterior derivatives acting on the Λ p i form subspaces. This definition implies d (i) 2 = 0 (with no sum over i) and that any two d (i) commute. One can also define the total derivative
which satisfies D N +1 = 0.
There are N inequivalent interior products
whose action is defined, by analogy with (21), as the individual interior products on each
= 0 (with no sum over i) and any two ι 
The natural gauge transformation for this object is then given by
for any gauge parameters α 
which is gauge invariant under (94). The identity in (95) follows from the observation that the composite exterior operator 
and the first Bianchi identities
for any j ≥ i. This equation can be derived from a gauge invariant Lagrangian proportional to
The gauge invariant field equation factor 
under the most general gauge transformation δφ µνρ = 3 ∂ (µ ξ νρ) for second rank gauge parameter ξ µν which can be taken to be symmetric. A unique gauge invariant action is given by
where Note added: Most of the new material here was presented in [10] . Subsequently, while this article was in preparation, the work [18] appeared which also develops a multi-form formulation of the results of [9] and so has considerable overlap with this paper.
